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The women's subjection is, however, in any case rather appa-
icnt than leal, and they are themselves not a little anxious to
maintain its appeaiance, resenting any want of impenousness
in the behaviour o± their husbands to them in public, and
expressing then astonishment at and contempt foi the manners
of their European rulers in this respect, by inventing a mytho-
logical story to account for that which otherwise would appear
to be so wholly unrntelligible
' When Rawun,' say they, ' carried off Seeta, the wife of
 *	Ham, he placed her undei the care of the demons of Ceylon
 *	and their wives, which latter became her personal attendants
 *	Seeta received so much homage, from the latter especially,
 *	that she predicted that the demons should, in the iron age,
' acquire supreme power throughout Hindoostan, and enjoined
' upon them the respectful treatment of their wives in remem-
' brance of her prophetic boon'
It is hardly necessary to add, that they trace the fulfilment
of Seeta's prediction in the sovereignty of the British, accom-
panied, as it is, by the well-established supremacy of the
ladies1
' of making an artificial mole or patch on the most favourable spot to
'set off the beauty of the akin or countenance, and, next perhaps
'to the love of wealth and rank, the improvement of her personal
' oharma is the strongest passion in this lady's breast
' They are by no means exempt from the softer passion, but how
' can they love their drunken lords ? and they have no access to gallantry
' of the higher kind. Sorry I am to be obliged to say that scandal loudly
' asserts that the fair and interesting Eajpootnee ib reduced to intrigue
' -with servants and menials.9
The same author adds, that' Rajpoot women seldom or never euokle
*	their children for feat of destroying the beauty of their persons '   He
writes thus in another place,—' Until I came to Kutch, I never heard
' of females procuring abortions merely to prevent their figures and their
'breasts being injured m appearance    This practice is also peculiar
' to the grassia class, and not frequent, although I have known a woman
' who acknowledged to five abortions of this kind in her own person'
Idempp 229-234
1 Many people in Goozerat believe that Europeans worship Seeta
An English or a Portuguese clergyman is commonly called ' a Seet&
1 Padre,' aad Brahmins or Wyeragees, when asked by Europeans who
they are, will frequently, by way of making their position more intelligible
to the stranger, tell him that they are ' Seetfi, Padres * The notion
was induced moat probably by the Manolatry of the Romish Church.

